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Abstract: Gorham’s stout disease is rare skeletal condition presenting with massive osteolysis of the involved 

bone due to intraosseous vasculolymphatic tissue. This entity is rather misdiagnosed as aggressive lytic lesion, 

which results in patient being subjected to painful biopsy procedures. However this entity is seen to progress 

rapidly after any form of traumatic procedures according to some literature. Trauma is one of the important 

events that precedes this condition, However few cases had no antecedent trauma and were considered 

idiopathic. We report a 19 year old male who presented with left sided facial swelling with no antecedent 

trauma.  Clinical features were not directive to any specific diagnosis. Various laboratory and radiological 

investigations were performed. Imaging was rather nonspecific other than mandibular osteolysis with no 

periosteal reaction or soft tissue calcification, but our experience with previous such entity, negative laboratory 

findings &retrospectiveclinical correlation, helped us diagnose this entity. Imaging was followed by biopsy (on 

clinicians demand), which confirmed our interpretation of facioskeletalgorham’s. 
 

I. Introduction: 
Gorham's disease, also known as massive osteolysis, is a rare disorder characterized by spontaneous 

and progressive osteolysis of one or more skeletal bones.
1
 Jackson

2
 was the first person to describe a case of 

vanishing bone disease in 1838 while Romer
3
 was the first to report a case in the jaws of a 31-year-old female in 

1924. It was Gorham
4
 in 1954 and Gorham and Stout

1
 in 1955 who presented a case series and defined the 

condition as a specific pathological process. To date, approximately 200 cases have been described in the 

literature, with 41 cases involving the maxillofacial region, especially the mandible.
5
  

This entity ischaracterized by proliferation of vascular or lymphatic channels in a uncontrollable manner within 

the bone, leading to resorption of bone with subsequent replacement with fibrous tissue. This is basically an 

aggressive entity of unknown etiology seen in many flat bones, that causes massive osteolysis in a  

unpredictable manner, thus also called vanishing bone disease.  We report a  rare  case of  facioskeletal 

Gorham’s disease involving mandible.  

 

II. Case Report 
We report  a case of 19 year old male with 3 months prior history of left sided facial swelling. The 

patient complained of transient regression of the swelling. The swelling appeared to increase slowly, with slow 

but significant progression of the swelling. However little tenderness could be elicited at the swollen area. 

Routine investigations like complete blood count, complete metabolic panel, alkaline phosphatase, C-

reactive protein, erythrocyte sedimentation rate turned negative.  This ruled out infectious, endocrine, vascular 

disorder. 

Further evaluation with OPG showed large lytic lesion involving the left ramus of mandible with 

thinned our cortex ,with adjacent soft tissue opacity.. Further evaluation with CT scan revealed osteolysis in the 

mandible at the body, ramus and coronoid process on the left side with cortical thinning.Post contrast arterial 

and venous phases show insignificant enhancement. No soft tissue calcification or periosteal reaction was seen. 

Additionally,screening with MRI did not reveal diffusion restriction ruling out infective/inflammatory/neoplastic 

lesion.USG image revealed abnormal soft tissue with minimal vascularity. 
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Figure1. Reformatted SSD image of the eroded mandible 

 

 
Figure2. Erosive change seen along anterior margin of left ramus of mandible and in  retromolar region. 
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Figure 3.Axial, reformmatedcoronal(upper right) and sagittal CT(lower left) sections in bone window, showing 

destructive  lesion along anterior margin of left ramus of mandible and in  retromolar region. 

 

 
Figure 4.Axial Plain(left) and contrast CT(right) scan images revealed destructive changes along the anterior 

margin of left ramus of the mandible with insignificant enhancing soft tissue in the left cheek/submandibular 

region. 

 

 
Figure 5.Coronal STIR(left) and Axial DWI(right) showing proliferative inflammatory tissue and absent 

restriction respectively. 
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Figure 6: USG revealed abnormal soft tissue with minimal vascularity. 

 

 
Figure 7. Biopsy report 

 

Following imaging,biopsy was performed.  Biopsy revealed high concentrationof thin walled vascular 

channels with someactive fibroblast and chronic inflammatorycell infiltration. There was no evidence ofany 

malignant cells. 

 

III. Discussion& Conclusion: 
Disappearing bone disease or Gorham’s disease is a rare disorder characterized by osteolysis with 

associated proliferation of vascular or lymphatic channels within bone and the surrounding soft tissues
6
 .These 

cases usually are within age group of 40yrs
7
. The etiology of Gorham’s disease remains largely unclear. 

However Gorham and stout attributed the etiology to uncontrolled proliferation of vascular and lymphatic tissue 

with local P
h
 changes that causes bone resorption with subsequent replacement by fibrotic tissue

7
. 

The disease may affect any bone, however its predilection to affect mandible or skull is more classical and 

makes diagnosis relatively easy and regular follow up should suffice as the disease may regress in some 

patients
8
. 

Treatment involves complete resection and reconstruction of hemimandible. Other treatment options 

include Radiation therapy, bisphosphonate therapy, sclerotherapy, percutaneousbone cement,bone graft, 

prosthesis, surgical stabilization and amputation
9,10,11,12

. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percutaneous
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percutaneous
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bone_graft
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Knowledge of this entity is essential for correct diagnosis as imaging plays a key role in evaluation of 

such rare entities, thus helping further management and timely intervention if needed. 
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